In this note we classify the derived-tame tree algebras up to derived equivalence. A tree algebra is a basic algebra A = kQ=I whose quiver Q is a tree. The algebra A is said to be derived-tame when the repetitive categoryÂ of A is tame. We show that the tree algebra A is derived-tame precisely when its Euler form A is non-negative. Moreover, in this case, the derived equivalence class of A is determined by the following discrete invariants: The number of vertices, the corank and the Dynkin type of A. Representatives of these derived equivalence classes of algebras are given by the following algebras: the hereditary algebras of nite or tame type, the tubular algebras and a certain class of poset algebras, the so-called semichain-algebras which we introduce below.
Introduction
Let A be a nite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed eld k. The If A is a hereditary algebra of nite or tame type or if A is tubular, then A is derived-tame and the Euler form A is non-negative. Motivated by his study of sel njective algebras, A.Skowro nski raised around 1990 the question whether the repetitive algebra of each simply connected algebra is tame if and only if the Euler form is non-negative. Our aim is to show this statement for the case of tree algebras: Those basic algebras A = kQ=I whose quiver Q is a tree.
Of course, tree algebras have nite global dimension, thus the notion of Eulerform and derived-tameness is well-de ned. In this case, it has been conjectured explicitely in 7] that a tree algebra is derived-tame precisely when its Euler form is non-negative, and the conjecture could be veri ed in 4] for tree algebras containing a convex subalgebra which is derived equivalent to some hereditary algebra of type E p ; e E p (p = 6; 7; 8) or to a tubular algebra. We deal in this paper with the remaining tree algebras and thus obtain the complete answer: Theorem 1.1 A tree algebra is derived-tame precisely when its Euler form is non-negative.
Moreover, we classify the derived-tame tree algebras up to derived equivalence. Again using the results of 4], it is su cient to concentrate on those derivedtame tree algebras which do not contain a convex subalgebra which is derived equivalent to some hereditary algebra of type E p ; e E p (p = 6; 7; 8) or to a tubular algebra. We show that these algebras are derived equivalent to a so-called semichain S(n; m):
For m n 2 N we de ne S(n; m) to be the poset algebra which has the following quiver s n s n?1 d ? The derived equivalence classes of derived-tame tree algebras are then described as follows: Theorem 1.2 Let A be a connected derived-tame tree algebra. Then A is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra of type E p ; e E p or to a tubular algebra or to precisely one of the algebras S(n; m). In particular, the tree algebra A is up to derived equivalence determined by the number of vertices, the corank and the Dynkin type of its Euler form. From the complete classi cation of derived tame tree algebras up to derived equivalence, we get some consequences: In 6] it was conjectured for a strongly simply connected algebra A that if the Euler form A is non-negative of corank 3, then the Dynkin type of A has to be D n . We can con rm this conjecture in the case of tree algebras, and give the complete picture in the following diagram. There we list in the rows the possible coranks m of Euler forms of tree algebras, and the columns indicate the possible Dynkin types. The entries of the diagram show algebras whose Euler form is non-negative and has the required properties. By the sign "-" we indicate that no tree algebra exists whose Euler form has the corresponding properties. The tree algebras derived equivalent to E 6 are classi ed in 4], thus one can use this handy list to determine whether a given derived-tame tree algebra has Dynkin type D n or E p .
This note is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall several important techniques, in particular the re ections at a sink or source of the algebra A. We further introduce the class of semi-trees, this is the class of algebras where it is possible to work out the proof of the Theorems inductively. We nally divide the proof of the main theorems in two parts, formulated in Proposition 2.4 and 2.5. The remaining two sections are then devoted to the proofs of these two propositions. We thank P. Dr axler and C.M. Ringel for helpful discussions concerning this note.
2 APR-tilts, Re ections and Blowing-up
Notation
Let A = kQ=I be a tree algebra, i.e. Q is a nite quiver whose underlying graph is a tree and I is an admissible ideal of the path algebra kQ: We will always suppose that our algebras are connected. When talking of a vertex of A we mean a vertex of the quiver Q: Since A is a tree algebra, there is a minimal set of paths generating the ideal I. We refer to these generating monomials = a 1 ! ! a t in kQ as relations of A and occasionally call the set fa 0 ; : : : ; a t g the support of the relation .
We also identify A with a k?category whose objects are the vertices of A and whose morphism space A(x; y) from x to y is e y Ae x ; where e x denotes the idempotent element of A associated with the vertex x; see 
2.2
We recall from 4] the following result. Theorem 2.1 Let A be a tree algebra containing a convex subcategory which is derived equivalent to some hereditary algebra of type E p ; e E p (p = 6; 7; 8) or to a tubular algebra. Then A is derived-tame if and only if A is non-negative. Moreover, in this case, the algebra A itself is derived equivalent to some hereditary algebra of type E p ; e E p or to a tubular algebra. To prove our main theorems, we therefore can restrict to those tree algebras A that do not admit a subcategory which is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra of type E p ; e E p (p = 6; 7; 8) or to a tubular algebra. We show in Proposition 2.4 and 2.5 below that, under these conditions, the algebra A is derived equivalent to one of the algebras S(n; m) provided its Euler form is non-negative or A is derived-tame. This, together with Theorem 2.1, shows the rst part of Theorem 1.2: every derived-tame tree algebra is derived-equivalent to a hereditary algebra of type E p ; e E p (p = 6; 7; 8) or to a tubular algebra or to one of the algebras S(n; m).
As we mentioned in the introduction, the tubular and the hereditary algebras of nite or tame type are derived-tame and have non-negative Euler form. The same holds for the semichain S(n; m), see 7] . Moreover, these algebras can be distinguished by the number of vertices, the corank and the Dynkin type of its Euler form, and thus we obtain the second part of Theorem 1.2. Proposition 2.4 and 2.5 also imply Theorem 1.1: Both assumptions on the tree algebra A, being derived-tame or having a non-negative Euler form, lead (up to derived equivalence) to the same class of algebras. Moreover, both properties are stable under derived equivalences (see 7]), thus the class of derived tame tree algebras coincides with the class of tree algebras whose Euler form is nonnegative. In fact, the derived equivalences in Proposition 2.4 and 2.5 are realized by re ections and APR-tilts (which clearly preserve the derived-tameness), so we do not even need the abstract result from 7] that derived-tameness is preserved under derived equivalences.
APR-tilts, Re ections
Let A = kQ=I. For a vertex x of A, we denote by P(x) the projective cover of the simple A-module which is concentrated in x, and by I(x) the corresponding injective hull. 
Blowing-up
When proving Proposition 2.5, we proceed by induction on the number of zerorelations. Now the algebra S(n; m) we are aiming at is not a tree algebra, so we have to set up our induction within a slightly larger class of algebras which we prepare to introduce now. This follows easily from the explicit construction of the algebra B as explained in section 2.3. Only the case when w is a neighbour of v has to be excluded, since the blowing-up in w could then possibly produce a commutativity relation with terminal vertex v.
The algebra A D]
We will deal in the following only with blowing-up by sets F = f+; ?g of cardinality 2. Moreover, if we blow up an algebra in several vertices, the resulting algebra is independent on the order of the vertices chosen to be blown up. Thus, given an algebra A = kQ=I, we just specify a set D of vertices and denote by 3 Proof of Proposition 2.5.
We are given a tree algebra A = kQ=I with a set of vertices D of A such that the conditions (D1) to (D5) hold. In order to show that the semi-tree
A D] is derived-equivalent to a semichain S(n; m); we proceed by induction on the number of relations of A. We construct the derived equivalence using the operations considered in Lemma 2.2 and 2.3 above. As these operations commute with the blowing-up procedure, it is su cient to show that the tree algebra A can be transformed into the chain from example 1) of section 2.5; the blowing-up applied afterwards then yields the desired semichain. Lemma 3.3 proves Proposition 2.5 in case the algebra A is hereditary. Now we start to deal with the case when the algebra A has some relations. The proof is by induction on the number of relations of A, hence it is su cient to show how one can get rid of one relation. The 'right' choice which relation should be eliminated rst is a bit delicate, and we need to introduce some notation to explain that. By the condition (D3) and (D4) in the de nition of a semi-tree, each relation determines a trisection of the quiver of A as follows: Given two vertices x; y of the tree Q, we denote by (x; y) the subtree of Q with root y pointing towards x, i.e. the set of vertices z of Q whose distance from z to x is smaller than the distance from z to y. Now Then the subcategory N ? (1) , for instance, is empty, whereas N 0 (1) is supported by f2; 8; 9g and N + (1) is supported by f3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 10; 11g. The following lemma describes which relations can be used in the inductive step. Proof. Let (1) be some relation or ( (1); (1) 0 ) some pair. If at least two of the categories N ? (1) ; N 0 (1) ; N + (1) contain the support of some relation of A, then we choose one containing a relation (2) . Now, one of N ? (2) ; N 0 (2) ; N + (2) contains the relation (1) . If the two others do not contain any relation, we are done. Otherwise, we proceed in the same way. But, since we work with a nite tree Q, this procedure has to stop with some relation = (n) that has the required properties. 2 Example. If contains relations, but N ? (4) and N + (4) don't. Thus the relation (4) is a good candidate to start the induction.
We now start with the inductive step of the proof of proposition 2. It has one relation less than A and is again a semi-tree, hence we can continue by induction.
The case of a relation of length 3 is slightly more complicated. We just deal This nishes the last case in the proof of Proposition 2.5.
4 Proof of Proposition 2.4
Let B be a tree algebra that does not contain a convex subcategory which is derived equivalent to some hereditary algebra of type E p ; e E p or to a tubular algebra. Suppose further that B is derived-tame or the Euler form of B is nonnegative. Then we have to show that B is derived equivalent to a semi-tree A D].
Note that if the Euler form of B is non-negative of corank 0 or 1, then B is derived equivalent to a hereditary algebra of type A n ; D n or e D n , respectively. These algebras are described in 2], 12] and 15]. Comparing with these lists, we see that not all these algebras are semi-trees: There do occur relations of length greater than 3. Thus our rst aim is to eliminate these long relations.
Let therefore : a 0 !a 1 a n?1 !a n be some relation of B. We say that is of type (I) if (R1) Both a 0 and a n are end vertices of B and (R2) The projective B-module P(a 0 ) has support fa 0 ; : : : ; a n?1 g and the injective B-module I(a n ) has support fa 1 ; : : : ; a n g.
Otherwise, we say that is a relation of type (II).
Lemma 4.1 Let R be an arbitrary tree algebra which has some relation of type (I). Then there is a tree algebra S which is derived equivalent to R and has strictly less relations.
Proof. Let : a 0 !a 1 a n?1 !a n be a relation of R of type (I). As a 0 and a n are end vertices, the re ections S ? ao R and S + an R in these vertices are de ned. Since is of type (I), the algebras S ? ao R and S + an R are tree algebras of the following form: Re ecting in a 0 produces an arrow a n?1 ! a 0 and a relation x : x!a i ! a i+1 a n?1 !a 0 for every x in R with a relation x : x!a i ! a i+1 a n?1 !a n . Dually, re ecting in a n leads to an arrow a n ! a 1 and to a relation y : a n !a 1 a j?1 ! a j ! y for every y in R with a relation y : a 0 !a 1 a j?1 ! a j !y. If we denote by the number of relations x and by the number of relations y , then re ecting in a 0 changes the number of relations by ? ?1 whereas re ecting in a n changes the corresponding number by ? ? 1. Since at least one of these numbers is strictly smaller than 0, the lemma holds.
2
By iterated use of the lemma above we can suppose from now on (up to derived equivalence) that B has no relations of type (I). For later reference, we collect the conditions on B and say that B satis es condition (E) if (E1) all relations of B are of type (II), (E2) B is derived-tame or the Euler form of B is non-negative and (E3) B does not contain a convex subalgebra which is derived equivalent to some E p ; e E p or to a tubular algebra. Beforehand, we show that some particular algebras cannot occur under condition (E2) and (E3): Lemma 4.2 Let E be the algebra with quiver x a 0 !a 1 a n?1 !a n and relation a 0 ! !a n or the algebra with quiver x!a 0 !a 1 a n?1 !a n and relation a 0 ! !a n and possibly one relation x! !a i for some 1 i n?1. Then E is derived equivalent to E n+2 in case 4 n 6, to e E 8 in case n = 7 and to a wild hereditary algebra in case n 8. Proof. Consider the re ection S + an E of E in the sink a n . In case there is an arrow x a 0 or there is no relation x! !a i , the algebra S + an E is of the form E n+2 in case 4 n 6, or e E 8 in case n = 7 and it is wild in case n 8. If there is a relation x! !a i , then it is easy to see that the algebra S ? Proof. Let : a 0 !a 1 a n?1 !a n be a relation of B and suppose n 4. If a 0 is no end vertex and connected with some x, then the convex subalgebra of B with support fx; a 0 ; a 1 ; : : : ; a n g is by Lemma 4.2 derived equivalent to some E p or to e E 8 or to a wild hereditary algebra, in contradiction to conditions (E2) or (E3). Now suppose that both a 0 and a n are end vertices. Since is of type (II) by condition (E1), there is (up to duality) an arrow a i ! y with y 6 = a i+1 for some i 2 f2; : : :; n ? 1g such that the path a 0 ! ! y does not vanish in B. Now consider the convex subalgebra E of B with support a 0 ; : : : ; a n ; y. Re ecting in y leads to an algebra S + y E that has the form considered in Lemma 4.2, in contradiction to (E2) or (E3). Therefore, the only possible values for n are 2 and 3. In Figure 1 below we show all con gurations of relations that may occur in B.
Here, the ringed vertices, denoted by , are supposed to have no other neighbours than those shown in the gure, whereas the starred vertices, denoted by ?, are possibly connected with vertices of B that are not shown in Figure 1 Case 1: If there are no such relations and , then is given by the rst diagram shown in Figure 1 , and the assertions of the proposition hold. Case 2: Now we suppose that there is one relation , but no relation and show that we arrive at the second diagram from Figure 1 
